
 
 

Who Can Print Custom Towels with Logo and Name or Personalised Towels with Photo? Find Out Our 

Microfiber Towels as Promotional Products and Corporate Gifts 

Personalised towels are a great gift idea because they are original and practical. From custom microfiber 

towels with logo to personalised beach towels with photo, the choice is very wide. You can customise any 

towel and include it among your company's promotional gifts. Custom towels are perfect as corporate gifts 

for your store or wellness centre, too. Like many successful promotional products, our custom towels with 

logo come in handy on several occasions. We use personalised bath towels in our home, but we also need a 

personalised gym towel every time we do some sports. Not to mention personalised beach towels, which 

are a cannot-do-without accessory for a relaxing day at the seaside or at the pool.  

This means that you can create your custom towels for different purposes and targets. Wellness centres 

and hotels often make their own custom towels with logo and offer them to their guests during their stay. 

The same applies to companies in the sports sector. Fitness 

centres can use a personalised gym towel as a promotional 

product or corporate gift. The combination of comfort and 

style will ensure effective advertising. 

Personalised Towels with Logo as Promotional Products and 

Gift Ideas: Microfiber Towels, Golf Towels or Swimming 

Towels? 

Custom towels, whether they are made of microfiber or 

terrycloth, can easily become exceptional promotional 

products or much-appreciated gift ideas. You just have to print 

your brand logo on the surface of these bath accessories to 

achieve a cherished wow effect with your customisable towel. 

Many businesses try to amaze their target by making 

personalised embroidered towels, while others aim for 

maximum functionality by making a personalised gym towel. 

Anyway, everyone can create their own terrycloth or 

microfiber towels, according to their needs and preferences. 

The logo cannot be missing on a customisable towel if this is 

meant to become your next corporate gift. On the other hand, 

personalised towels with photo or initials are highly cherished as gifts for friends and relatives. Whether 

it is a personalised gym towel or a couple of personalised beach towels, you are going to give birth to an 

incredibly successful accessory. Whether offered as promotional products or as gifts to a loved one, all 

towels on our website are outstandingly useful and practical, besides being highly customisable. For this 

reason, your custom terrycloth or microfiber towels will be used more and more times, each time promoting 

your brand in the best way. 

Custom towels are practical and versatile. Moreover, they are necessary in every home. Terrycloth towels – 

as much as microfiber towels – can be used to dry off after showering or bathing or after physical activity. 

These personalised towels with photo or logo can even be worn during a sauna. In other words, any company 

can make custom towels with logo if they want to effectively promote their brand. Anyone who is looking 

for a gift for a friend or relative can find a customisable towel that works for them. Personalised bath towels 

are useful and versatile as much as a personalised gym towel. The choice depends on the type of use that 

you envision for your gifts and – of course – on what your loved one likes most. 



 
 

Promotional Products or Gift Ideas? How Versatile Custom Towels with Logo or Personalised Towels with Photo Are 

All companies can print their logo on a customisable towel and create perfect corporate gifts for both 

customers and the team. Everyone will find a way to use these promotional products in their everyday life, 

at home or at the gym. All custom towels – whether they are made of terrycloth or microfiber – are very 

effective tools from an advertising point of view. Part of the success that personalised beach towels and bath 

towels enjoy as promotional products is due to their cheap price. This quality is advantageous because 

anyone can create large quantities of custom towels with logo or photo. This represents a great benefit if 

your hotel, spa or store is thinking about several personalised towels to use as promotional products or 

corporate gifts for customers and guests. Besides, each personalised gym towel or bath cloth will be used 

daily. This means that your logo will be visible whenever your corporate gifts come in handy – which is quite 

often. 

Custom towels are great gift ideas for friends and family as well. As they are used every day at home, having 

your loved one's name or initials printed or embroidered on customisable towels – perhaps one of our 

personalised microfiber towels – will undoubtedly be a success. Photos and writings can be applied to the 

surface of a customisable towel as well. By doing so, you will take advantage of their large printing area, just 

like when making custom sweatshirts or personalised caps. Despite their versatility, however, custom 

towels with logo are essential corporate gifts and promotional products for sports centres and spas. 

Sports Brands and Custom Towels with Logo: Print Your Personalised Towels as Promotional Gifts for Guests and 

Customers 

Personalised towels are unquestionable allies for gyms, sports centres and shops of sporting goods when it 

comes to promoting their brand. Moreover, custom towels are a way to offer maximum comfort to 

members and customers, too. Personalised 

bath towels made of terry cloth or 

microfiber can be given as corporate gifts to 

buyers and new member of a fitness 

program. Whoever receives these bath 

accessories as promotional gifts can use 

their custom microfiber towels with logo 

on different occasions. On the other hand, 

if someone has purchased a product in a 

sports store, they can use their 

personalised gym towel during group or 

solo workout sessions, both at home and 

outdoors. Besides, members of a sports 

centre can use custom microfiber towels 

during their activity at the gym and show 

your logo to everyone. In both cases, whoever receives your promotional sports products can use them at 

home too, even when they have guests. 

Any company in the sports sector can benefit greatly from creating their own custom golf towels or 

personalised microfiber towels. These corporate gifts are essential for sports and, as a consequence, 

particularly appropriate for such businesses. In particular, any custom microfiber towel communicates that 

the centre or store cares about the well-being of its customers. A personalised gym towel will give a 

consistent image of the brand as well because it will have offered promotional gifts in line with its activity. 

https://www.higift.eu/textile-fashion/sweatshirts
https://www.higift.eu/textile-fashion/caps-hats/baseball-caps


 
 

This results in strong customer reliability and loyalty. Last but not least, all custom towels, in microfiber or 

terrycloth, will spread your logo everywhere, if used in other contexts. 

To further emphasise the idea of seriousness, companies can create other promotional sports products 

besides their custom golf towels with logo, too. Yoga centres, for instance, can create some custom yoga 

accessories, such as mats or leggings. Finally, all sports brands will be able to achieve an excellent advertising 

effect by creating custom water bottles.  

Print Your Custom Towels with Logo for Healthy Moments of Relaxation: Find Out Personalised Towels as Corporate 

Gifts for Spas, Hotels and Businesses 

Our lives are hectic and, as a consequence, we constantly need some relaxing moments. Some play sports – 

and they will love getting your personalised gym towel as a promotional gift. Others, on the other hand, 

prefer to spend time in a wellness centre or at the spa, to enjoy maximum tranquillity. Not to mention 

holidays, when we can really relax. It is no coincidence that many hotels offer guests a spa area. To give each 

customer refreshing and unforgettable moments of relaxation, these facilities can create their personalised 

towels by embroidering or printing their own logo.  

Personalised bath towels will be very useful for guests and help them recover all energy. Especially if you 

choose high quality custom towels for your customers. If you have already made personalised bath towels 

for your wellness centre, you know that these soft and comfortable accessories amaze anyone. Using these 

corporate gifts, customers will be able to remember your facility more easily. If your spa is aiming for 

maximum comfort, you can consider creating your own custom microfiber towel as well. Besides, you can 

create personalised candles. You can place them in your spa rooms or offer them as gifts to customers.  

Hotels and B&Bs too benefit enormously from making custom towels with logo. Giving guests personalised 

bath towels – most often made of terrycloth – means making them feel at home. This sense of familiarity is 

critical for your customers to retain a positive memory of your facility. And this is very important, as the 

quality of the experience at your hotel will determine whether your customers will talk about you to friends, 

family or colleagues. Summer resorts and hotels near the sea can create personalised beach towels with 

logo and name of their brand. Finally, custom towels can become great promotional products to be offered 

on different occasions. The advertising effect will be outstanding, because any customisable towel – it does 

not matter whether it is made of terrycloth or microfiber – can be used several times for a long time. 

In conclusion, any company, along with stores that sell household goods or cosmetics, can distribute its 

custom towels with logo as promotional gifts and items. Today, health and well-being are the focus of 

general attention. For this reason, any business, regardless of its sector of activity, can make embroidered 

personalised towels with name and logo. Moreover, you can create other promotional products to offer 

along with your custom towels, too. Companies, for instance, can create personalised picture frames for 

customers and team. These household items are always in vogue and will be excellent promotional gifts for 

your brand. On the other hand, cosmetics stores will get surprising advertising by creating personalised 

cosmetic bags.  

Terrycloth Towels, Beach Towels or Microfiber Towels? How to Choose the Right Corporate Gifts for You 

Would you like to create your custom towels with logo, but you do not know whether to go for a terrycloth 

or a microfiber towel? Personalised towels offer different printing possibilities depending on the model and 

the material, regardless of whether they are used as promotional products or gift ideas. Anyone can add a 

https://www.higift.eu/leisure-sport/events-sport-accessories
https://www.higift.eu/leisure-sport/events-sport-accessories/promotional-yoga-items
https://www.higift.eu/leisure-sport/events-sport-accessories/promotional-yoga-items
https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/sport-bottles
https://www.higift.eu/vitality-wellness/home-decoration/candels-incense-sets
https://www.higift.eu/leisure-sport/beach-accessories/personalized-mats-beach-towels
https://www.higift.eu/vitality-wellness/home-decoration/photo-frames
https://www.higift.eu/vitality-wellness/cosmetic-bags
https://www.higift.eu/vitality-wellness/cosmetic-bags


 
 

writing, such as the name of the brand or their friend's, and an image – the logo cannot be missing for 

companies. The large printable surface allows you to apply a photo and a phrase or company motto as well. 

However, not all custom towels are the same. If you want to create your personalised terrycloth towels or 

microfiber towels, consider size and material. Of course, the target and your business sector play a decisive 

role in choosing the most suitable corporate gifts. Here are 

some ideas: 

• Sports activities would get the best promotional 

effect by choosing custom microfiber towels. They are 

lightweight, compact, have an excellent absorption 

capacity and dry quickly. Such a personalised gym towel 

can be used anywhere, not only in fitness centres, but at 

home, on hikes, or in the pool as well. It is then not 

surprising that printing personalised microfiber towels is 

particularly recommended for sports stores and brands. 

• For cosmetics stores, hotels and wellness centres, 

personalised cotton towels are unsurpassed corporate 

gifts and promotional products. These bath accessories 

are soft and fluffy and look refined. This makes this type 

of custom towels an unparalleled gift idea if you 

embroider the name or initials of your friend or relative on 

it. 

• If you are looking for a good option for any 

recipient, you can print personalised terrycloth towels. 

These custom towels with logo are suitable for sports and home use.  

To conclude, everyone – individuals, companies and shops – can choose their own customisable towel and 

turn it into a unique bath or sports accessory. The selection ranges from terrycloth towels to the practical 

microfiber towel, so that you can create personalised bath towels, but also a unique personalised gym 

towel or even personalised beach towels. The variety is endless and allows everyone to find the perfect 

promotional products and gift ideas for their purpose, whether they are looking for custom towels to offer 

as birthday gifts or as promotional products for their next advertising campaign or daily activity inside and 

outside the company.  

 

 

https://www.higift.eu/vitality-wellness/towels/microfiber-towels
https://www.higift.eu/vitality-wellness/towels/terry-towels

